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 In his seminar on Walter Benjamin's "Theses on the Philosophy of History," Jacob Taubes argued that for Benjamin
theology served specific aims [1]. Because of its insistently teleological quality, theology could help construct a
"theory of history . . . [that] is to be conceived from the perspective of the end [of time]." [2] As one of the earliest
thinkers to address political theology, Taubes realized not only that theological concepts were both essential and
secondary in Benjamin's work�they were serving a broader argument about historical change and the end of time.

 Taubes's brief comments proposed, back in the early 1980s, a new path to Benjamin's thought. In what follows I take
Taubes's cue to argue that a careful mapping of Benjamin's Å“uvre shows that he used theology as a tool to carve
out a broad hermeneutics of time, conceived from the opposites of the beginning and end of time, as well as the
movement that breaks this polarized structure. A key to Benjamin's theory of theological time is his use of the
concept of rhythm. So long as one conceives of time as an inscrutable and linear marker of Jewish and Christian
ideas about promise and realization, the rhythmic order of life is shaped in terms of tradition, creation, perfection,
messianism. Yet, as Benjamin demonstrated, each and every of those concepts could be conceived from the
perspective of a nonlinear rhythm. In that respect, while Taubes identified correctly the importance of theological
concepts in Benjamin's theory of history, he missed the function of a theory of history as one possible rhythm of
history, conceived retroactively without being realized. In the following pages I intend to move chronologically,
skimmingly, through different periods in Benjamin's output, showing that his use of theological concepts buttressed
his understanding of time as a nonlinear rhythm. Furthermore, a close reading of theological concepts points to the
growing importance of rhythm in Benjamin's Å“uvre, as that body of work evolved from a stress on language during
the 1910s to law and power during the 1920s and a theory of history and crisis during the 1930s.

The Early Period: A Manifold Rhythm of Creation in
Language

Walter Benjamin's understanding of time evolved out of, and turned against, nineteenth-century hermeneutics, with
its deep commitment to historicist linearity, leading necessarily from birth to death, creation to apocalypse. As Brian
Britt showed, Benjamin's understanding of the Western tradition was firmly opposed to idealism and mythologizing,
historicism and philology: he had "a notion of tradition as a mediated, layered, and paradoxical phenomenon." [3]
More specifically, Benjamin turned against the program laid out by the founder of modern hermeneutics, Friedrich
Schleiermacher, who spoke in his lectures of a universal way of "understanding another person's utterance correctly,"
which meant "in sequence." [4] If Schleiermacher's hermeneutics was the basis of what an expert recently described
as "pre-given ontological structures of language," then Benjamin questioned the very basis of this ontology, the
sequential order that stirred it, its ideological and political implications. [5] In order to rethink time, history, and
tradition, he focused on a distinctive notion of creation and change in language. [6] In "The Metaphysics of Youth"
(1913-1914) the twenty-two-year-old Benjamin considered how a set of concepts with strong links to
theology�creation, tradition, metaphysics, eternity, messianism�came to shape a modern language of time. His use of
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theological and metaphysical concepts was accompanied by a distinctive stress on temporal processes. To elucidate
divine creation, Benjamin compared it with human creativity: "[Greatness] is to take the rhythm of one's own words in
the empty space. . . . In the genius God speaks, and listens to the contradiction of language." [7] What does it mean
to speak of the rhythm of words? How does creative greatness�human or divine�overcome the contradiction of
language? For Benjamin, such questions are confined to the perspective of the speaker/creator, the very opposite of
a logos: "The speaker is always possessed by the present. Thus, he is condemned never to utter the past, which is
nonetheless what he means." [8] In other words, Benjamin framed his earliest reflections about creative processes in
opposition to both John's determination that "in the beginning was the word" and the Western tradition that was born
with it. [9] In Benjamin, the word comes always at the end, and any relation to the past is retroactive. If the present
determines the implied meaning of the past, then every system that examines the transition from the past to the
present�theological, aesthetic, historical, or philological�is charged with a hermeneutic force that serves "to open both
the difference and the otherness of the past." [10]

 As these early reflections�which I think of as post-Romantic�revealed, Benjamin had a dynamic understanding of how
concepts shaped the understanding of the past; he believed in an open and plural or simultaneous rhythm of change
that brought perpetual shifts to our view of the past, as well as of the present and future. In contrast to the usual
Idealistic linear progression from earlier to later, past to present, this understanding of rhythm and its duration is
retroactive and multidirectional. [11] In "The Life of Students" (1914-1915), Benjamin moved from the untimely
existence of the genius to a temporal understanding of the presentness of genius as an "immanent state of
perfection," the result of a rhythm of creativity. [12] Here, he pointed out, one found "elements of the ultimate
condition [that] do not manifest themselves as formless progressive tendencies, but are deeply rooted in every
present." [13] A year later, in an essay on language, he explained that the task of the "creative mind" was not
embedded in the living experience of élan vital, the argument made by Henri Bergson in L'Évolution créatrice, but
rather in a rhythmic understanding of time between the poles of creation and catastrophe. [14]

 It is essential to Benjamin's system that from the perspective of time, there is no qualitative difference between
"perfection" and "catastrophe." Both shaped a course of change that could be appreciated only from a present
perspective. "Creation," in contrast to the usual Jewish and Christian tradition, could only be judged from the moment
that follows "perfection" or "catastrophe." Hence, the "manifold rhythm of the act of creation" followed "the rhythm by
which the creation of nature (in Genesis 1) is accomplished." [15] Here the word "rhythm" explained the integral
pluralism of linguistic creation and implied the presence of a present viewer anticipating the completion of the
creative process. Benjamin's use of the word "rhythm" warns us away from thinking of "completion" in realistic or
messianic terms. A messianic fulfillment, in that essay, would involve the formation of an imaginary total language
that cannot exist. Moreover, such a language would arise in opposition to the creative rhythm, which Benjamin
identifies with a moment of shock, a flash. If there is a divine or a superhuman presence in this world, it is embedded
in the nowness of time, or what thinkers in the period called a state of "wakefulness" [16] "At stake in this historical
dialectic is," wrote Benjamin's biographers, "'the art of experiencing the present as a waking world, what he will come
to call 'now time.'" [17] In short, Benjamin's earliest texts expressed a realization that standard philological
hermeneutics and progressive historicism were misleading because instrumental. In order to unpack "formless
progressive tendencies," one needs to acknowledge the presentist perspective of any metaphysical structure and
develop an alternative and multidirectional rhythm or movement.

1920s: The Rhythm of Law, and Power

From 1916 on, Benjamin, together with Gershom Scholem, worked against Martin Buber's notion of renewal and
completion; during the early 1920s, Benjamin derided a Jewish and Christian "false theocracy." [18] From the start,
this critique employed a broad understanding of "rhythm," insisting that it could be identified only retroactively from
the present; every trace of "realization" was rejected. As Benjamin gradually shifted from a Romantic view of
creation, eternity, and other theological concepts to a more urgent vocabulary, the concept of rhythm helped him to
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keep an open, antilinear focus. In a passage from "Goethe's Elective Affinities" (1919-1922) devoted to architecture,
Benjamin reflected on a "rhythmic sequence of representations" that parallels "communal rhythms." [19] A structure
is built from the ground up, but a narrative of its design could belong to any (and all) of the different
contexts�communal, economic, political, technical�that contributed to its formation. In "The Right to Use Force"
(1920), he contrasted the "violent rhythm . . . in which the law exists and has its temporal order [and] the good rhythm
of expectation in which messianic events unfold." [20] In other words, while he sallied across different fields,
disciplines, and worlds, depicting a sequential or repetitive order, a representation or a practical calculation, good or
bad morals, a pragmatic or a messianic vision of the world, the concept of rhythm was the shared, "manifold"
mechanism that moved them all.

 But must an awareness of this consistent return to the idea of rhythm change our understanding of Benjamin or of
the function of theological concepts in his work? While a stress on rhythm connected the different periods, after
World War I a change set in, as the theological concepts that had been woven into a theory of language came to
serve a rhythmic, antihierarchical understanding of law, power, and violence. More specifically, during the 1920s the
dialectical force of rhythm�its repetitive movement forward�was combined with a dialectical understanding of identity.
Bringing those together allowed him to "possess the present" while avoiding any hint of realizations, any sense of an
inevitable progression from word to action, promise to fulfillment. If during the 1910s a major consideration for
Benjamin's insistence on temporality was his opposition to mythical formulations (he reacted disdainfully to Martin
Buber's obsession with national realization), during the 1920s he made of his hermeneutics of time a sharp political
weapon. [21]

 In a fragment titled "World and Time" (Welt und Zeit, 1919-1920), Benjamin not only rebelled against the
promise-realization structure of "false theocracy," mentioned above, but characterized the political in rhythmic terms
echoing his early wish "to take the rhythm of one's own words in the empty space." The political, like other forms of
formation and design, is intervening in a situation of retreat or deficiency, the opposite of messianic redemption:

 My definition of politics: the fulfillment of unimproved humanity. We would be wrong to speak of a profane
legislation decreed by religion, as opposed to one required by it. The Mosaic laws, probably without
exception, form no part of such legislation.... Where [the revealed divine power] retreats, we find the zone of
politics, of the profane, of a bodily realm that is without law in a religious sense. [22]

Defining the political on the basis of paradoxes, Benjamin grounded his analysis in the dialectical movement of
retreat and fulfillment, between "empty space" (Scholem would call it, a decade later, the "zero point" or
"nothingness") and/of revelation and law. [23] What does move or shape politics? A retreat�the opposite of
"realization"�and then an immanent bodily capacity, such as movement. This echoed Benjamin's better-known
"Critique of Violence" (1921), written a year later. In the later piece, Benjamin emphasized the temporality of
concepts such as myth, law, power, and violence, and demonstrated how problematic are all forms of collective
control�he wrote of the control of human rhythm via preservation or imposition. In this enigmatic piece, he challenged
the temporal order of "the eternal forms" that yielded, with secularism, to the "law-preserving" and "law-imposing"
formations of violence. [24] If the modern state has seized the once-divine monopoly on violence, any rebellion
against it has to offer an alternative rhythm or movement, such as a general strike: "State power, of course, which
has eyes only for effects, opposes precisely this kind of strike." [25] In "Naples" (1925), as in his work on Goethe, he
used rhythm to explain the fundamental movement of communal power and the porousness of space, in a passage
Kafkaesque in its cracks and intervals:
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 Building and action interpenetrate in the courtyards, arcades, and stairways. In everything, they preserve the
scope to become a theater of new, unforeseen constellations. The stamp of the definite is avoided. No
situation appears intended forever, no future asserts its 'thus and not otherwise.' This is how architecture, the
most binding part of the communal rhythm, comes into being here. [26]
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In the spatial crack, in the temporally rhythmic but undefined movement, Benjamin found an answer to "the empty
space of language."

 During that period, Benjamin continued to consider the rhythm of the biblical proverb. In a fragment from the early
1930s, he wrote: "Let us lay, at the foundation, the image of the women who carry full vessels on their heads without
the aid of their hands. The rhythm with which they do this is what the proverb teaches. From the proverb speaks a
noli me tangere of experience. With this, it proclaims its ability to transform experience into tradition." [27] Benjamin
felt that the same mechanism underlay the action of the women and the meaning of the proverb; the relation between
the two was rhythmic. The proverb, as a textual entity, brought together the rhythm of the situation and the rhythm of
linguistic creation: "Proverbs cannot be applied to situations. Instead, they . . . transform the situation." [28] The
proverb, or writing in general, teaches us how to look at the "punctum" of tradition�not its origins or its eschatology,
but the rhythm of its movement in daily experience. As Jean-Luc Nancy explained in his close reading of noli me
tangere, the use of proverbs implies a resistance to indoctrination of any sort, including the idea that we must
proceed from beginning to end. [29] The proverb "turns the lesson that has been experienced into a wave in the living
chain of innumerable lessons that flow down from eternity." [30] Focusing on the human rhythm, rather than divine
creation or eternity, allows us to see its multidirectionality and its hermeneutic potential. Such investigations allowed
Benjamin to focus, in 1935, his "epistemological theory" on the "now of recognizability." [31]

1940: Now-Time

There is much more to explore in Benjamin's understanding of rhythm�and its relation to theological concepts�during
the late 1920s and 1930s. Here I shall limit the balance of my comments to Benjamin's last work, which summarizes
those tendencies from the perspective of his own end and now-time.

 According to Benjamin's biographers, his understanding of language was "inseparable from the problematic of time";
the wrong rhythm would deny one the "right mode of dwelling." [32] His theory of time preceded his research, guiding
him toward the Mourning play and the Arcades project because they would enable him to dismantle any form of
linearity (mythic, historicist, psychological, nationalist), every form of realization (idealist, utopian), the temptation of
messianic hope (political, religious). History and eschatology are at odds. Considered historically, the messianic
appears as "the end (Ende) of history, as a certain existential intensity beyond chronological reckoning." [33] As
circumstances propelled Benjamin toward a final crisis, his intellectual predilections narrowed the horizon of human
experience to a recurrent stress on emergency.

 Benjamin explained the paradigmatic role of theology in a small number of statements about interpretation. In
convolute N of the Arcades project�an explanation of the methodological grounds of the project as a whole�he
explained that modern theology and philology were based on a certain nineteenth-century epistemology; if theology
is "a commentary on a reality," then philology is "a commentary on a text." [34] As Taubes noted, in this passage
theology was meant to serve as a "scientific mainstay" or a metaphysical approach to a world in crisis.

 In his last texts, Benjamin tried to develop a theory of political crisis that would bring together his understanding of
theological concepts and theory of history. For example, in "On Some Motifs in Baudelaire," written in the same year
as the theses on history, Benjamin explained that modern media, including motion pictures, were shaped by a
"rhythm of production" which in turn determined "the rhythm of reception." [35] Then, in the fourteenth thesis on
history, he offered a dictum: "History is the subject of a construction whose site is not homogeneous, empty time, but
time filled full by now-time [Jetztzeit]." [36] In the eighteenth thesis, he elaborated: "Now-time, which, as a model of
messianic time, comprises the entire history of mankind in a tremendous abbreviation, coincides exactly with the
figure which the history of mankind describes in the universe." [37] Perfection, realization, or messianism, one notes,
do not have a specific goal, but rather the hermeneutic force that unites the fullness of time and its end, in the
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present moment. Comparing the two theses, it is obvious that rhythm is the agent that drives history and movement
towards now-time, but without answering the Aristotelian and scholastic logic that hustles every narrative and
argument from beginning to middle and end. The fact that now-time moves backwards, in the opposite direction to
the one experienced by the "angel of history," clarifies that every moment of now is rich in parallel rhythms of
perfection and crisis. In other words, understanding the "manifold" quality of temporal change forces us to the
realization that our own now-time is only one of many. There are different angels of history and many catastrophes
and piles of rubble occupying the space under our feet. Accordingly, a theological understanding of messianic
realization is just one possible, "useful" understanding of reversed "universal" time.
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